Abstract Centrosome amplification has been detected in premalignant lesions and in situ tumors in the breast and in over 70% of invasive breast tumors, and has been associated with aneuploidy and tumor development. Based on these observations, the contribution of commonly inherited genetic variation in candidate genes related to centrosome structure and function to breast cancer risk was evaluated in an association study. Seven-hundred and 82 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from 101 centrosomal genes were analyzed in 798 breast cancer cases and 843 controls from the Mayo Clinic Breast Cancer Study to assess the association between these SNPs (both individually and combined) and risk of breast cancer in this population. Eleven SNPs out of 782 from six genes displayed associations with breast cancer risk (P \ 0.01). Haplotypes in five genes also displayed significant associations with risk. A two SNP combination of rs10145182 in NIN and rs2134808 in the TUBG1 locus (P-interaction = 0.00001), suggested
Introduction
The centrosome is the primary microtubule organizing center of the cell. It is responsible for maintenance of cellular polarity, is required for entry into S-phase of the cell cycle [1] , and mediates the process of chromosome segregation during mitosis. Centrosomes duplicate during late G1 phase, separate in G2, and establish two spindle poles during mitosis to facilitate chromosome segregation [2, 3] . Numerical or functional defects of the centrosome can result in improper chromosome segregation, leading to aneuploidy and polyploidy [3] .
As many cancer cells have aberrant numbers of chromosomes, a link between centrosomes and cancer has been suggested. Centrosomal defects, including the presence of extra centrioles, and increased ability to nucleate microtubules, are common in many cancers. Centrosomal aberrations have been detected in premalignant lesions and in situ tumors in the breast and in over 70% of invasive breast tumors [4] [5] [6] . Similarly, cells with monopolar spindles resulting from a failure to duplicate or separate centrosomes are often observed in tumors. While centrosomal defects in cancer may arise as a result of malignant processes, early centrosomal aberrations may also lead to increased malignancy [6] . Owing to the frequent involvement of centrosome defects in breast cancer, we conducted an association study to determine whether common genetic variations in 101 genes involved in centrosome structure and function contribute to breast cancer risk.
Methods

Study Subjects
This study was reviewed and approved by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board at the Mayo Clinic, and all participants provided informed consent. Full details of the ongoing clinic-based Mayo Clinic Breast Cancer Case-Control Study have been previously reported [7] . Briefly, cases included white women newly diagnosed (within 6 months of first diagnosis) with invasive cancer of the breast. Controls were selected from women visiting Mayo Clinic for a pre-scheduled full medical exam in the Department of Internal Medicine and were frequency matched to cases on region of residence, race, and 5-year age group. Case participation was 69%, and control participation was 71%. Eligible women were asked to provide risk factor information via a self-administered questionnaire, and a sample of blood as a source of DNA. This analysis is based on 798 cases and 843 controls enrolled from February 1, 2001 through June 30, 2005. Estrogen receptor (ER) status and HER2 status of tumors was available for 788 (99%) and 498 (62%) of cases, respectively. Progesterone receptor data were also available but were strongly correlated with ER status and were not included here.
Candidate Gene and SNP Selection
Candidate genes were compiled primarily based on the protein profiling work of the human interphase centrosome by Andersen and colleagues [8] . Only genes encoding true centrosome proteins as characterized in this article were selected for this pathway-based analysis. By searching NCBI databases of Entrez Gene information and PubMed abstracts, the list was further expanded to a total of 101 genes to include newly identified centrosome components during all phases of the cell cycle. The SNP selection process has been previously described [7] . Briefly, candidate functional SNPs and SNPs in the genomic region from 5 kb upstream to 5 kb downstream of the largest cDNA isoform (NCBI35) of each gene with MAF [ 0.05 in Caucasian populations were selected from publicly available databases. TagSNPs representing SNPs with pair-wise correlation of r 2 C 0.8 were chosen by ldSelect [9] (See Supplemental Table 1 ). A total of 66 centrosomal genes had gene coverage (the proportion of the SNP variability accounted for by the tagSNPs) between 90 and 100%, and another 28 had coverage between 50 and 89%. CSNK1E had 25% gene coverage. Six genes included non-synonymous protein coding SNPs only (Supplemental Table 2 ).
Genotyping
A total of 1,741 samples (798 cases, 843 controls, 100 duplicates) were assayed on an Illumina GoldenGate genotyping platform as previously described [10, 11] . Only samples and SNPs with call rates [95% were included in analyses. Concordance between 100 duplicate samples was [99.99%.
Statistical Analysis
Allele frequencies were estimated from both cases and controls, and departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium among controls were assessed using standard goodness-of-fit tests or exact tests [12] . Primary tests of individual SNP associations with breast cancer status were performed using unconditional logistic regression assuming an ordinal (log-additive) genotypic relationship. All models were adjusted for age and region of residence; multivariate models also included age at menarche, oral contraceptive use, age at first childbirth, pack-years of cigarettes smoked, HRT use, and menopausal status. Exploratory analyses were also conducted in subgroups of women defined by histological subtype of tumors based on ER and HER2 status, as reported in pathology records.
Estimates of pair-wise linkage disequilibrium, both D 0 and r 2 , were obtained using genotype data from the controls. We determined haplotype blocks within and across genes using the method of Gabriel et al. [13] . Overall differences in breast cancer risk among gene-specific haplotypes (with estimated frequencies greater than 0.01) were assessed using the global score test in the Haplo.stat software [14] .
Bonferroni correction was conducted by multiplying the estimated P-values by the number of SNPs in the analysis (N = 782).
All analyses described above were specified a priori. We also conducted exploratory analyses to identify potential combinations of SNPs that might contribute jointly to the risk of breast cancer. We explored interactions between all possible pairs of SNPs by including in logistic regression models the genotype count variables (i.e., 0, 1, 2 copies of minor allele) for each pair of SNPs, along with the product of these two count variables. The significance of each multiplicative interaction was assessed using a likelihood ratio test. To further test the simultaneous significance of all SNPs in the centrosomal genes, we ran 500 permutations of GLOSSI (Gene-loci Set Analysis), an algorithm designed to determine if the distribution of P-values in a pathway deviates from what is expected when no significant associations are present [15] . Subsequent to this assessment, two stepwise logistic regression procedures were executed, with P-value thresholds of 0.05 and 0.01 for inclusion, to identify the SNPs most likely to explain associations suggested by the gene-set analyses.
Results
Individual SNPs and haplotypes associated with breast cancer risk
The primary purpose of this analysis was to look for evidence of associations between 782 predominantly tagSNPs (r 2 [ 0.8) in 101 candidate genes encoding proteins implicated in the structure and/or function of the centrosome and risk of breast cancer. Forty-eight SNPs from 29 genes (out of 782 SNPs examined) showed evidence of significant associations with breast cancer risk in our population in the log-additive model (P-trend \ 0.05) ( Table 1) , whereas 11 SNPs exhibited significant associations at P \ 0.01 (Table 1) . These results suggest a slight enrichment for SNPs associated with breast cancer in the centrosome pathway. One SNP, rs1374468 SNP in TACC3, displayed the most significant association with risk in the overall analyses (P-trend = 0.001) ( Table 1) . Two SNPs from each of seven genes (JUB, CHUK, MCPH1, NEK7, PAK1, PIK3CB, and GPSM2) were significantly associated with risk of breast cancer (P-trend \ 0.05; Table 1 ). Three genes, AXIN2, NIN, NUMA1, had four or more SNPs that were significantly associated with breast cancer risk (P-trend \ 0.05; Table 1 ). All of the SNPs within each of these four genes were in strong linkage disequilibrium (r 2 [ 0.6). All P-values for the above associations exceeded 0.05 after Bonferroni adjustment for multiple testing.
Recent studies have shown substantial differences in the strength and significance of associations between established genetic risk factors from GWAS and histological subtypes of breast cancer defined by estrogen receptor status [17] . To explore the effect of disease heterogeneity on our results, we stratified our cases based on the expression of estrogen receptor (ER-positive) and the absence of HER2 (HER2-negative). We did not conduct analyses for the ER-negative or HER2-positive subgroups because of limited sample size within these groups. Twenty-seven SNPs from 18 genes that had not been identified when examined among all breast cancers had P-values less than 0.05 when cases were restricted to the ER-positive and/or HER2-negative tumors (Table 2 ). In HER2-negative cases, rs6693750 in the RAPGAP1L locus displayed a substantially strengthened inverse association with risk (OR = 0.70, 95% CI 0.51-0.97, P-trend = 0.03) when compared to the overall study population (OR = 0.90, 95% CI 0.70-1.15, P-trend = 0.39). Likewise, rs153867 in KIF2A and rs3804443 in SKP2 also exhibited more extreme associations with risk ([20% change) when restricting to HER2-negative cases (Table 2) . Among ER-positive cases, the association of rs3013512 in NUF2 with risk of breast cancer became strengthened (OR = 0.64, 95% CI 0.42-0.96, P-trend = 0.03) compared to the overall population (OR = 0.80, 95% CI 0.51-1.25, P-trend = 0.33).
We also examined haplotype associations with risk of breast cancer (Supplemental Table 3 ). When considering all haplotype blocks from the candidate loci, a total of 20 haplotypes displayed significant associations (P \ 0.05) with breast cancer risk. This included specific haplotypes from 13 genes in which specific SNPs also displayed associations with risk (Table 1 and Supplementary  Table 3 ). In particular, a specific haplotype in the TACC3 locus was highly significantly associated with risk (P = 0.0008), as was the global haplotype accounting for all haplotypes in this gene (P \ 0.02) (Supplementary Table 3 ). Specific haplotypes in six genes (YWHAE, CDC16, CKAP5, KIF2A, NEK9, NPM2) were associated with risk of breast cancer, although none of the individual typed SNPs in these genes reached significance.
Multi-SNP and Pathway Assessments
We assessed breast cancer risk associations with multiplicative interactions for all pairs of SNPs. The two SNP combination with the greatest significance was that of rs10145182 in intron 2 of NIN and rs2134808 located between TUBG1 (Gamma Tubulin 1) and TUBG2 (Gamma Tubulin 2), P-interaction = 0.00001 (data not shown), both of which also independently display significant associations with risk. We also conducted a gene-set analysis using GLOSSI [15] to evaluate the simultaneous significance of all SNPs in the centrosome pathway and risk of breast cancer. The highly significant result (P = 4.76 9 10 -50 ) obtained with this method suggested that the centrosome pathway is enriched for SNPs that are associated with breast cancer risk. In an effort to identify the SNPs in this pathway most likely simultaneously associated with breast cancer, we conducted stepwise logistic regression analyses. Forty SNPs were identified when the threshold for SNPs to enter and remain in the model was set at P \ 0.05 (Supplementary Table 4 ). Seventeen of these SNPs were not individually associated with breast cancer risk. However, only five SNPs from five genes (GPSM2, TACC3, CDC25C, NIN, AXIN2) remained in the model when a threshold of P \ 0.01 was used (Table 3) . Each of these five SNPs individually displayed associations with breast cancer (Table 1) . 
Discussion
Centrosome abnormalities are a common feature of breast cancers [18, 19] that have also been detected in premalignant lesions in the mammary gland. It has long been postulated that centrosome amplification may result in multipolar mitoses, unequal segregation of chromosomes, and aneuploidy, but clear evidence in support of this model has been absent. However, recent studies have shown that centrosome amplification can lead to inappropriate merotelic attachment of spindle fibers nucleating from multiple spindle poles to kinetochores, resulting in aberrant chromosome segregation and aneuploidy [20] , which is itself a hallmark of cancer. In addition, recent studies in animal models have established that aberrant expression of mitotic checkpoint proteins leading to aneuploidy can enhance tumor formation [21] , suggesting that aneuploidy has a direct role in cancer. Moreover, the centrosome functions as a licensing body for the progression of the cell cycle from G1 to S-phase and the G2 to M phase, suggesting that disruption of centrosome signaling can influence cellular proliferation. Based on these findings, we proposed that inherited genetic variation in genes involved in centrosome structure and function may contribute to the development of breast cancer. In our studies, we observed that risk of breast cancer in the Mayo Clinic population was associated with individual SNPs in 29 genes (P \ 0.05). Consistent with recent evidence suggesting that known genetic risk factors for breast cancer identified through genome-wide association studies often display specific associations with subtypes of breast cancer [17] , we found that some genetic variants were more strongly associated with risk of a particular pathologic subtype of breast cancer. Eight SNPs in six genes that were not associated with risk of overall disease displayed significant associations when cases were restricted to those with ER-positive disease. Similarly 17 SNPs in 12 genes were only associated with risk when analyses were restricted to HER2-negative cases. The results of these exploratory analyses need further investigation in independent data sets.
We further evaluated associations between haplotypes in the candidate genes and breast cancer and identified specific haplotypes exhibiting significant associations in 20 genes, 13 of which harbored individual SNPs that displayed significant associations. In addition, specific haplotypes in six genes were associated with risk of breast cancer despite the fact that none of the individual SNPs in these genes displayed significant associations with breast cancer risk. Overall, we noted that a single SNP, a haplotype block, and the global haplotypes within the TACC3 locus displayed the most significant associations with breast cancer risk in each of these categories. TACC3 is localized to the centrosome in an Aurora A dependent manner and has been implicated in regulating the stability of microtubules in the mitotic spindle [22] . Mislocalization of TACC3 from the centrosome or reduced levels of TACC3 are associated with chromosome congression and segregation defects and onset of aneuploidy. Similarly, a single SNP and a haplotype block in the PINS locus, which is also involved in microtubule formation, displayed further associations with risk. Despite a lack of significance when adjusting for multiple testing, these consistent associations are interesting and warrant follow up in other populations.
We also assessed the possibility of interactions between SNPs and found that rs10145182 in intron 2 of NIN and rs2134808 located between TUBG1 (Gamma Tubulin 1) and TUBG2 (Gamma Tubulin 2), showed the most significant evidence of interaction (P-interaction = 0.00001). This is particularly interesting because functional studies have shown that ninein is important for positioning and anchoring the ends of the microtubules in epithelial cells [23] and that ninein binds to gamma-tubulin. Elevated levels of ninein cause mislocalization of gamma-tubulin, recruiting it to ectopic (non-centrosomal) ninein-containing sites which are not active in nucleating microtubules during [16] c Previously reported by Wang et al. [7] Breast Cancer Res Treat (2011) 125:221-228 225 mitosis [24] . This can result in failure to fully develop mitotic spindles leading to mitotic checkpoint arrest and/or chromosome segregation defects. Importantly, individual SNPs and a haplotype in NIN also displayed some of the most significant associations with breast cancer in this study.
A multi-SNP gene-set analysis [15] of all SNPs in the centrosome structure and function pathway strongly suggested that a collection of SNPs in the pathway were associated with risk of breast cancer. To identify those most likely to be playing a part, we ran a stepwise logistic regression model incorporating our standard adjustment factors and allowing the model to select the best combination of SNPs. The results (presented in Table 3 and  Supplemental Table 4 ) yielded intriguing evidence that as many as 40 SNPs in the centrosomal pathway could be associated with breast cancer risk. A more stringent analysis identified a combination of five SNPs, including the four SNPs showing the most significant individual associations, which was highly significantly associated with breast cancer. These findings suggest that combinations of weakly associated genetic variants in the centrosome pathway, rather than individual highly significantly associated SNPs, may account for a putative role for the centrosome pathway in predisposition to breast cancer. These results also warrant replication in other studies. Several limitations should be considered when interpreting our results. One hundred and one genes were included in this analysis, each with numerous SNPs. When statistical significance was adjusted for the many statistical tests conducted, none of these associations remained statistically significant. In addition, none of these SNPs were significant within the Cancer Genetic Markers of Susceptibility (CGEMS) [25] data. However, the strong biological rationale by which these genes were selected strengthens the evidence in support of a real biological connection between these genes and development of breast cancer. Another limitation is the ethnic makeup of our population, which was 100% Caucasian from the upper Midwest portion of the United States. Although this may reduce generalizability, the homogeneous nature of our population limits the effects of population stratification on the association with risk.
In summary, in this first epidemiological study to focus on the centrosome structure and function pathway, we examined both individual and multi-SNP associations between genetic variation in genes known to be related with structure and/or function of the centrosome and breast cancer risk in a breast cancer case control study at the Mayo Clinic. Of the 101 genes evaluated, several had interesting associations with risk of breast cancer in our population. In addition, our multi-SNP analyses suggested that many SNPs in this pathway may need to be examined simultaneously in order to truly understand the relevance of genetic variation in this pathway on risk of breast cancer. This opens up a new area for investigation that is worthy of follow-up in other populations and in other cancer types. 
